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Sometimes when people are introduced to a different world view from that of 
their own, they become rather upset. This is because most people are in a 
state of brainwashed slumber “The Walking Dead” style.  When the mindless 
masses are given an idea that isn’t what they have been programmed to 
accept, the outcomes are most typically an attitude of un-acceptance (taking 
closet opinions into consideration). 

In some tribal cultures there have been very different traditions throughout 
history, and norms that what we might find unacceptable today. The chief of 
the tribe offering his new friend sex with his wife in a gesture of kindness for 
example, is something that today, most would find totally unacceptable.  Two 
men kissing each other and holding hands in the park, might have been a lot 
more outrageous not so long ago. 

If a worldview threatens your paradigm, and you become upset or engage in 
shit slinging, this magazine is not for you.  If you do not have a sense of 
humor, this magazine is definitely not for you.  If you don’t just put it back 
where you found it, but rather decide to stop whatever proliferation of ideas 
you may find too dangerous and irresponsible to have in circulation, then 
according to anything learned from history, you are indeed more dangerous 
and irresponsible. 

For those who are open minded enough to not be stupid, but rather excited to 
possess and/or share this great work of mind-bending, I’m very happy you 

found us. The aim is for this magazine to uniquely and profoundly 
make you THINK - it’s not illegal yet.

iLearn.tw/magazine🔉 📺

As you probably already know, this is a resource of inspirational 
mind-bending for thinking people. And, as you may have 
gathered by the cover, or flipping through, this ISSUE #2 is 
unapologetically flat earth.  The sign of a great thinker is one 

who can entertain a thought and not accept it.  We are going to dive into 
this topic and the result will be the unraveling of so much more.  We accept the reality of 

the world with which we are presented.  I would also like to mention to any smart-ass globe heads 
who may get excited about a number I use, or source of the information presented, to kiss my ass. 
Kiss it really good.  These haters ought to spend time digging into things themselves and maybe 
they will learn something, but for them, and maybe their legal team, a disclaimer:  Nothing in this 
resource is real, true, or scientific.  Everything is la-la-land, reptilian shapeshifting, alien style!  
Buckle up, and enjoy!

“Truth sounds like hate to those who hate truth.” -Proverbs 9:7-8
“Those who are able to see beyond the shadows and lies of their culture will never be understood, 
let alone believed, by the masses.” -Plato
“No one is more hated than he who speaks the truth.” -Plato
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I have certainly been faced with ridicule, to say the least.  The short answer is that I have 
found this topic VERY interesting.  I am well aware it is the sort of topic 
that gains a reaction of immediate dismissal and eye-rolling 
exasperation.  It certainly did for me until recently.  This world is full 
of different kinds of people.  Different body types, fashion styles, 
talents, and so on.  I want to prevent the odious culture of 
speech nannying, by celebrating my freedom of speech.  If you 
have never entertained or appreciated a conspiracy theory, this is 
really and truly NOT for you.  

Most people I have asked in Taiwan believe that Adolf Hitler was 
behind the deaths of more people than Mao Zedong.  Let that 
sink in.  This doesn’t mean that most people in Taiwan are 
stupid, but rather ignorant victims of a pathetic government 
indoctrination program, that includes the educational and 
mainstream media areas by and large.  It is not unique to 
Taiwan.  There are people in North Korea who believe that 
when Kim Jong-un goes outside, the clouds clear and birds 
sing.  I have noticed that there are STILL grown adults who 
claim to be lawyers, skeptics, critical thinkers, and the like, 
who vehemently defend that three buildings fell on 
September 11, 2001 because of two airplanes.  This last 
example of ignoramuses is the bunch that ironically behaves 
the most nasty when met with opposition.  Wolves don’t 
concern themselves with the opinions of sheep and if you 
think you are ready to loosen your grip on your own 
paradigm, I hope you enjoy this ISSUE #2.  If you are not the 
reader I am looking for, I can also appreciate.  

I have a hunch, sadly many mouthpieces of malice are just 
dying to bash my company, name, and character into the 
ground in their nasty social media echo-chambers, void of 
any constructive thinking or criticism.  Queer and fragile petri 
dishes of arrogant, rude, insecure, duplicitous pussies.

The intent of this topic is to, if nothing else, give you a better 
understanding of what flat-earthers are thinking and hopefully, better understand why.  This is 
not a cult, or an outreach for more to join.  It is simply a very successful attempt (despite what 
the catatonic may say) to make you THINK - it’s not illegal yet!

Why the hell this topic? 📰
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We are being robbed! 💸
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All space agencies are stealing your money, because they 
don’t go to space!  Hundreds of billions of dollars for ‘space 
programs’ every year.  They are stealing your money and 
showing you cartoons and CGI.  About 500 years ago a bunch 
of Freemasons proposed the Earth was a spinning ball around 
the sun, then 500 years later, a bunch of Freemasons at 
NASA ‘went to space’ and saw exactly that.  Seems legit.  
Why the ball earth lie?  Did we actually go to space/the moon/
mars?  Is there more land out there to be discovered?  

They have stolen your mind, and are working on your soul. 
And filled your head with so much bullshit that nothing you 
believe is true (anymore)!  We’ve been shown very different 
“pictures” of this supposed ball earth.  Continents changing 
their sizes completely, and most are so asleep that they say 
the angle of the camera makes the North American continent 
look double in size.  Seriously?  According to Robert Simmon, 
the NASA dude who created the iconic ‘blue marble’, “it is 
photoshopped, but it has to be”.  You do know that there has 
never been a picture of your beloved globe earth right?  You 
ought to understand that the “crazy” flat earth people are often 
times smarter than others because they have at least 
questioned their reality. 

Balloon photos show a flat white horizon.  Do you remember 
that guy who jumped from the edge of space?  His name was 
Felix Baumgartner.  In the video, when he opens the door you 
see a flat white horizon.  Then in the same video you find a 
curved landmass, New Mexico, that is the whole earth, 
fisheye-lens style.  He took off from Roswell international air 
center in a ballon and took 2.5 hours to reach his jump altitude 
of 128,000 feet, only to return to earth a few miles from the 
site in the opposite direction than would be expected if the 
Earth is turning from West to East.  Are you so asleep that you 
can see the curve in this video and say “Look, it’s a ball!”?

Satellites are a ruse.  People even say they can see them.  
You can’t see a bus from 100 miles away and you most 
certainly can’t see satellites from hundreds of miles away!  It is 
science.  International data is transmitted through submarine 
cables.  We also use high-altitude balloons, planes and 
drones, towers, antennas, and parabolic reflectors.  Did you 
know that airplane GPS transponders are turned off when 
flying over 200 nautical miles off the coast of the oceans south 
of the equator?  Yeah… ‘global positioning’ indeed.  
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Flight patterns tell a story of a flat earth all day long!  We are 
told we can't fly over Antarctica because it is “too cold”.  In the 
meantime, we are fed articles of future moon pod hotels.  We 
are told that we have found water on Mars and actually 
analyzed the age of its surface with a robotically operated 
rover.  In the meantime, people are dying of thirst on Earth.  
They are stealing from us!  It was Neil deGrasse Tyson, a 
renowned American astrophysicist and actor, who said “If you 
want to do something with $3.5 trillion dollars, you can do 
whatever you want.”   He also said the earth is not a sphere, 
but an “oblate spheroid”.  Perhaps it is he who is the oblate 
spheroid, and a Freemason fraudster, who doesn’t know shit 
from putty.  I've never seen a man who could make as many 
references to Hollywood movies when explaining ‘science’, as 
he can, that’s for sure!   

Folks say they can see the curve from a ballon, plane, tall 
building and so on. NO you can’t!  There is no curve. It is easy 
to check: 8 inches of curvature a mile, and you have to square 
the mile.  Therefore, the next mile is 32 inches, and this 
continues.  At 50 miles we are at 667 feet of drop. How can 
the Chicago skyline be seen from across Lake Michigan?   
They tell you it’s a mirage.  A mirage is an inverted image.  
Chicago isn't inverted.  Wakie-wakie.  Most people are so 
brainwashed that “it’s an infraction” seems to be all it takes to 
dismiss this and move on. 

“You can see the curvature when a ship disappears over the 
horizon”…  Riiiiiiight😏 .  Go to a beach, take your telescope... 
BOOM.  The disappearing boat just magically re-appears.  
Wake up! 

The images (not photographs) NASA is feeding us are 
complete CGI fantasy.  Other countries have space programs 
and interestingly enough, they see the world and space 
differently.  CHECK IT OUT!  There is no conspiracy theory 
here. Visiting different official space exploration websites is not 
hard to do.  Use your eyes and look at the original lunar 
module.  It was a piece of shit that didn't have the computing 
power of a cellphone.  It looks like a homeless tweaker tent.  
When NASA falls, this house of cards will fall as well. You do 
know that NASA claims they “lost” the original footage of their 
moon landing right? They also lost 14,000 reels of flight 
telemetry.  Space is fake!  It is all a CGI movie!  Our taxes are 
paying for it, period.  

They want to steal your mind from you.  They are hellbent on 
filling your brain with so much bullshit that nothing you believe 
is true.  They are evil and trying to keep you away from your 
creator.  They want you to think you came from a magical 
explosion and that you evolved from a monkey!  That is the 
deception.  They don't want you to find out who or what God 
is.  They are keeping it from you!!!  (I’m gonna blow!!!!!!🍾 )  
…There is also the possibility of more land…  Whatever the 
reason, it is very evident we are being lied to and robbed! 

See links/videos related to this article at iLearn.tw/flatearth. 😉

📝  🖼 By Ross Cline 

-Thanks to Jake Gibson (Flat Earth Asshole-YouTube) for much of this content!



Globe History 🌏
Early depictions of earth show it to be flat and enclosed by a dome. The 
Egyptians, Norse, Hindus, Mayans, Incas, Navajos, Hebrews, and others, all 
knew that the earth is flat and covered by the firmament, an impenetrable 
barrier encapsulating the flat plane.  This understanding dominated until 1543 
when Nicolaus Copernicus proposed the heliocentric model of the universe. 
He was a Jesuit, which is significant because it is well documented that 
Jesuits have had some serious influence.  Visit iLearn.tw/jesuits to watch a 
very eye-opening documentary: Jesuits Erasing our Flat Earth.  I strongly 
recommend watching this great history lesson!

The flat earth model, even up to present, hasn’t ever totally died and there 
are examples of the flat earth model after 1543.  Books like Zetetic 
Cosmogony by Thomas Winship published in 1899, Terra Firma: The Earth 
Not a Planet Proved From Scripture, Reason and Fact by David Wardlaw 
Scott,1901, and Kings Dethroned by Gerard Hixson,1922 (where he details 
all of the problems with heliocentrism and the mistakes made by people like 
Nicolaus Copernicus, Albert Einstein,  Isaac Newton, Johannes Kepler, and 
so on) are all evidence of flat earth prominence.  These fine men were also 
tightly-knit with Jesuits, or Jesuits themselves. 

From the 1900s to present we can also find many flat earth pockets and 
puddles, but the mainstream programmers have done a damn good job of 
putting the kibosh on them.  Why would any reasonable person suppose they 
couldn’t?  After all, they’ve done a pretty damn good job of having us move 
on and forget what happened on September 11, 2001.  Most people don’t 
even know there were three buildings that fell with just two airplanes at free 
fall speed that day.  Today, most children are reading textbooks that associate 
Muslims with it?  Yea… Seriously.   

In a magazine from August 1931, called Popular Science, explorer Auguste 
Piccard, after ascending 10 miles high on a balloon, went on record stating it: 
“seemed a flat disk with an upturned edge”. This was at only a little over 
50,000 feet.  Today we have balloons going up to 23 miles and the earth still 
shows nothing but flatness, with the horizon remaining at eye level at all 
times.  This is not possible on a sphere.  Mainstream science says that 
curvature becomes visible at 35,000 feet, and this simply is not so.  

We know that heliocentrism/spinning-ball earth has been pushed since the 
1500s (thanks Nicolaus Copernicus - ya secret Jesuit agenda running shill!).  
It wasn't until the early 1900s that moves were made to ramp up the 
deception.  In fact they started programming us in 1912, before earth's shape 
was even supposedly proven. We have been shown a spinning globe before 
every movie by  Universal Pictures for over 100 years.  That alone is HUGE!  
In 1946, Admiral Richard E. Byrd led an expedition to Antarctica in “Operation 
Highjump”.  They say they went to Antarctica to train, test equipment, and 
examine the possibilities of establishing and maintaining military research 
bases there.  They claim to have charted the Antarctic coastline during this 
time. In 1955, more research bases were added in an expansion of 
Highjump, called “Operation Deep Freeze”.  Then NASA was established in 
1958, followed by the proposal of the Antarctic Treaty of 1959, and the 
implementation of it in 1961.  This treaty basically put Antarctica off-limits to 
civilians, with the exception of guided tours that are carefully supervised.  

In 1962, “Operation Fishbowl” took place where they fired so-called “nuclear 
missiles” straight up for high-altitude nuclear tests.  It is almost like they were 
trying to mess with the firmament somehow.  The name “Fishbowl” is also 
symbolic for the enclosed nature of our world.  U.S. President John F. 
Kennedy also gave his famous “We choose to go to the moon” speech in 
front of a large crowd gathered at Rice Stadium in Houston, Texas on 
September 12, 1962.  It sure seems that all of these events tie into these 
guys finding out about the true disposition of earth, including the crystalline 
canopy that we can not get past. 

In 1966, Lunar Orbiter 1 captures the supposed first ever pictures of earth 
from deep space and they look joke-level fake!  Two years later, in 1968, 
Apollo 8 captures another fake-ass picture of the blue-ball earth.  In 1969, 
Apollo 11 puts man on the moon for the very first time.  In 1972, on their 6th 
and final trip to the moon, we get one of the most famous pictures of all time, 
the blue marble.  These alleged pictures of earth, especially 1972’s blue 
marble, are the entire reason behind pretending to go to the moon in the first 
place. 

This puts the coffin-nails in the spherical/flat earth debate.  The ancient 
cultures of the world and all of the flat earth authors couldn’t be more wrong, 
because NASA ‘proved’ that you live on a spinning ball in 1972, that looks 
just like what Universal Pictures predicted in 1912.  

Today curvature cannot be detected by anyone on earth.   Motion can't be 
detected, nor has it ever been proven, and we can’t figure out how to get past 
low Earth orbit.  

“Early in the next decade, a set of crewed flights will test and prove the 
systems required for exploration beyond low Earth orbit.” 
- Obama, April 15, 2010.

“This is the spacecraft that's going to take humans to explore the solar 
system.  It’s the next big step for NASA in exploration.” 
- Mark Geyer, NASA Orion program Manager.  

There are many other examples, but let’s move on to save time and paper.  
Space agencies are certainly not trying to hide these limitations.  We are 
living in a realm with actors like Neil DeGrasse Tyson telling us about there 
being too much space debris floating around earth to safely exit anymore, 
and Bill Nye the Science Guy telling us that “Earth is a closed system; we 
cannot leave the Earth.  There is no place to go.” 

Low earth orbit is between 99 miles and 1,200 miles.  The moon, according to 
the heliocentric model, is about 237,000 miles away.  That’s a HUGE 
difference!  Why was it so easy to go to the moon six times between 1969 
and 1972, but we can’t go even 1% of that distance today?  We can’t even go 
1%, and they blame it on the idea of a “Van Allen radiation belt”.  This is the 
cover story for the firmament.  We live on a flat plane inside of an enclosed 
structure.  It has always been this way.  The numbers of flat earthers are only 
getting bigger, and at a staggering rate.  People who hyperventilate because 
of this debate, usually blame a failing education system.  Indeed, you could 
argue that they are in fact, the poor victims of government-mandated 
indoctrination centres, or schools.  In the grand scheme of 
things, the deception of heliocentrism has been a 
short-lived attempt at taking man ever further 
from his or her divine nature. 

See links/videos related to this 
article at 
iLearn.tw/flatearth. 😉

📝  By Ross Cline 

- Thanks to ODD TV (YouTube) for much of this content!
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How can you be sure you're not being lied to when they tell 
you Earth is flat?🦄

This is a common question, and certainly a good one.  How 
can you be so sure you’re not being lied to about your ball 
earth?  The answer is simple.  We can not be sure.  
However, there SURE seems to be some major problems 
with heliocentricism and NASA.  

Where is the edge?🛣  

We don’t know.  Considering what is ever becoming more 
common knowledge amongst the masses, governments 
around the world are kind of just there to divide and conquer.  
Obvious false-flags, and other epic fails, witnessed in recent 
years, make it not completely farfetched to suppose they 
could stand to benefit by keeping us contained.  Keeping us 
consumers.  Keeping us focused on our differences, as 
egomaniacal unconscious slaves believing they came from a 
magical explosion or chance.  It is, after all, almost like 
keeping this realm clear of love and unity is the goal of the 
psychopaths at the top.  There are ancient texts that point to 
the antarctic ice wall that encircles the flat earth as a kind of 
icy-cold barrier holding us in.  Other ancient texts have 
pointed to there being more land and suns and moons in 
outer worlds, or circles beyond the circle we are stuck in.  It 
isn't hard for people to imagine infinity when thinking in terms 
of outer-space, but somehow imagining infinity on a flat earth 
is not even considered, but we don't know.  We will be shot if 
we try.  Seriously!  The Antarctic Treaty was established in 
1959, and nobody has been able to independently explore 
there since. 

Where does the sun go if the earth is flat? 🌅

The sun and moon are very close, and each, independent 
sources of light, that travel around the flat earth clockwise.  
They simply go into the vanishing point.  The sun’s light is 
warm and heats things up, and the moonlight is cold.  Yes, 
that’s right!  You won’t see anyone with an infrared 
thermometer gun testing this out on a “science” show, or 
learn about it in an imagination station a.k.a. science centre.  
There are some videos online of people trying this 
experiment.  Reading the outside surface of asphalt in the 
moonlight and noticing it to be colder than the surface in the 
shade of the moonlight, under a tree for example.  It is neat, 
and crushes conventional understanding to say the least.  
Maybe that’s why you haven't heard of this.  As for the sun, it 
is much smaller and closer.  The human eye can only see so 
far due to moisture, dust, pollution, and so on.  On an 
Alaskan cruise ship it is not unheard-of to see complete 
daylight on one side of the ship, and complete dark/night on 
the other.  Your eyes can only see an object until it goes into, 
not over, the horizon.  Light isn't what you've been taught.  If 
you believe a government entity is “so smart” they can tell 
you how many millions of “lightyears” a star is away, you 
can’t be helped.  Chances are you've always had a buried 
conscious-knowing that this kind of information isn’t science, 
or correct.

Some Common Flat Earth Questions       
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What's underneath the flat earth? 🤐

Mainstream knowledge indicates that we know less about 
what is underneath our feet than what is in the solar-system.  
We have also been shown cute CGI images that detail all 
that is inside our ball earth.  It is ridiculous!  We have 
discovered the opposite kind of evidence than would be 
expected in earth samples taken from the deep.  There are 
probably five elephants and a giant swimming turtle.  

What about ships disappearing? 🛤
 
This example reeks of pseudoscience to say the least.  Take 
a telescope to the beach and play a game of “now you see it, 
now you don’t” with yourself, or just play with yourself.  This 
point is also addressed in ISSUE #2 “We are being robbed!”.  

What about all the pictures of the Earth? 🌎

There are no pictures of Earth.  Yea, that’s right folks!   Just 
CGI images.  You are living on a painting.  Look it up!  This 
question is also addressed in the “We are being Robbed” 
article of ISSUE #2, in the third paragraph.

Why are all the other planets round?🌕

They are round points of light.  That’s all we really know.  We 
have never been to the Moon and certainly not Mars.  What 
makes you think the pictures we are fed of them aren't also 
CGI images?  Of course they are!  Pluto even has the outline 
of Pluto the cartoon dog on it.  Wakie-wakie!

What about satellites and GPS?🛰

Satellites are a hoax.  GPS uses triangulation off of cell 
phone towers.  This question is addressed beautifully in the 
“We are being Robbed” article of ISSUE #2, in the fifth 
paragraph.  If all it takes to convince you that satellites are 
real is a website claiming to show you in real time the 
tracking of them, or Google Earth for example, you can't be 
helped. It's also entirely possible that ribbons of imagery from 
low-flying, high-altitude drone aircraft could be stitched 
together. Didn't it always seem a bit hard to believe that such 
clear pictures of Earth could be gotten from satellites in 
space?  Couple this with Google Street View, and hopefully 
we have some realization… or maybe you are still playing at 
the beach!

Is outer-space even real?✨

Some say there are waters above and below, but we simply 
don't know.  Points of light that look like stars, appear in 
water when a vibration is introduced.  It seems a bit 
ridiculous to suppose a vacuum and nonvcuum can exist with 
nothing separating them.  The only thing NASA has taken to 
space is your imagination.

How is circumnavigation possible on a flat earth?🌐

Of course, but not North - South.  Only East - West.  The 
north pole is actually more of a mystery than you have been 
told, but an even bigger mystery, is of course, our ice-wall in 
the south.  Everything you think you are doing on a globe is 
completely possible on a flat earth.
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What about seasons?☃

The small, close sun circles closer and further from the North 
pole seasonally.  Basically the same idea of what happens 
on a globe, but flattened out.  

What about gravity?🎐

Gravity is a scapegoat for all that cannot be explained and it 
has never been proven.  It's all about density and buoyancy. 
If something is heavier than air it falls.  Gravity is a bullshit 
word we have in place of density.  Mainstream science 
basically says gravity is God because it explains everything.  
It is used to explain the magical line of vacuum and non-
vacuum space.

“The ‘law of gravitation’ is said by the advocates of the 
Newtonian system of astronomy, to be the greatest discovery 
of science, and the foundation of the whole of modern 
astronomy.  If, therefore, it can be shown that gravitation is a 
pure assumption, and an imagination of the mind only, that it 
has no existence outside of the brains of its expounders and 
advocates, the whole of the hypotheses of this modern so-
called science fall to the ground as flat as the surface of the 
ocean, and this ‘most exact of all sciences,’ this wonderful 
‘feat of intellect’ becomes at once the most ridiculous 
superstition and the most gigantic imposture to which 
ignorance and credulity could ever be exposed.”  - Thomas 
Winship, ‘Zetetic Cosmogeny’ (36)

What about the Coriolis effect?🚽

We are told it is a result of the Earth spinning.  This is not 
always predictable.  It's disproven actually. Look it up.  No 
aircraft has to account for it.  

Why can’t I see infinitely far?🔭

Because of science.  It is called the vanishing point.  Of 
course we can’t see infinitely far!  Wake up!

Is the flat earth a religious thing?🕋

It doesn’t matter.  Wether you are religious or not, you can 
still see the flat earth.  There's a lot of bullshit out there to sift 
through.  Beware of “the flat earth society” in particular.  They 
are a gatekeeper and regarded as a nonsensical shill by true 
flat earthers.  Check out Eric Dubay if you would like to be 
introduced to flat earth.  Also see iLearn.tw/flatearth. 

Are all pilots, scientists, and governments in on it?🙊

They have been indoctrinated just like most of us have.  
If any do believe the earth is flat they would certainly keep 
quiet for fear of ruining their reputation or losing their job.  
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- Thomas Winship, ‘Zetetic Cosmogeny’ (36)
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Some Common Flat Earth Questions       

  🗺



NASA isn’t the only space program. Are all others in on it too? 🤐

Yes.  Money and banks control the governments, and the governments control the people; not the 
other way around.  This is just another part of the package deal our illustrious, elected or not, leaders 
are to feed or support.  Space agencies are especially compartmentalized.  The left hand doesn't know 
what the right hand is doing.  Another fun and interesting little tidbit of information, is the vector logo 
symbology in their space programs.  The covert symbolism that space agencies around the world use is just the beginning, 
and the question really becomes, who or what are these people paying homage to? 

Why the lie?  👽

We are one of a septillion (MANY zeros) other planets flying through space.  They want us to think we are just a cosmic 
accident from a “big bang” fourteen billion years ago.  They want us to think that life is meaningless, and they don’t want us 
to understand our origin.  They push the alien agenda to distract us into thinking we originated from aliens.  They may even 
shock us with a fake alien invasion or a fake disclosure.  They could be hiding more land, or other worlds.  We really don't 
know.  We are created special and with purpose that’s being hidden on purpose.  We have been totally fooled by the 
economic fiat money system that feeds this manufactured reality.  We were never meant to live like this and knowledge of 
the flat earth is a step in the right direction.  Not all of us will willingly accept their one-world authority.  The ones that do are 
not necessarily wrong or stupid, but rather victims of their own fear. 

Who is responsible for this deception? 😈

Evil people.  It doesn’t matter what you believe is true, because you can’t deny that there are elitists at the top, who are not 
strangers to screwed up clubs, societies, rituals, pedophilia, murder, spirit cooking, and so on.  You may not believe in “evil”, 
but they do! 

NASA  🤐
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A stronger argument doesn’t 
mean it is true. 
What is the greatest symbol of 
human oppression ever?  
  The globe.  
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- Thanks to ODD TV (YouTube) for much of this content!



“Any organization with members subject to unnatural indoctrination (whatever that means), restriction and motivated towards a common 
goal is a cult.”  This is just one rather established definition.  Most of us have been taught to cling to “correct answers”.  We are more and 
more living in a world with answers that can’t be questioned, rather than questions that can’t be answered.  

The one China cult is by far the most successful.  Its main goal is to own non-Chinese land, media, enterprise, and industry, as well as the 
transformation of non-Chinese to window dressers, especially beyond the boundaries of the mainland.  A cult of the Mao Zedong variety 
depends on tactics and groupthink to be sure, but one cannot ignore the fear that accompanies a cult.  This fear is a very real and 
powerful thing, and should not be underestimated.  In one experience I have of messing with the minds of cult members (KMT or pro-
unification zealots demonstrating in Taipei), by mockingly chanting “Mao Zedung one China!” and derisively displaying fear, it didn’t take 
long before I knew that something was off.  Something wasn't quite right about these people.  As if being a pro China zealot wasn’t 
enough. 💩   

I am conscious, and have consciously decided to live my life trying to recognize and avoid cult-like situations and to celebrate freedom of 
speech, freedom from cults, and freedom from fear.  There is indeed nothing to fear but fear itself! 

Enough pussyfooting around the meat and potatoes.  Statism is a cult (and government is sin).  This is 
going to be explained in more detail in a future publication, but you can probably see where I am going 
with it.  These statism cults I speak of are a tricky thing.  Stockholm syndrome is a real thing, and 
therefore it isn’t out of the realm of reality to imagine that we are, perhaps all mildly to severely, in a cult 
now.   One telltale sign that you are in this cult of statism, or any cult, is that you don't think you are, and 
intensely oppose the idea.  People who are your friends may be in them too.  You will know this when, for 
example, you find yourself shocked by them not coming to your defense, as others drag your name, 
company and character through the dirt.  Forgive them; they will not come to your defense, but will watch 
as others tear you apart.  It happens in North Korea too, when a child will report his own mother and 
watch as she is publicly hanged for example.  You can only come to terms with it and move on.

The nail that is sticking out gets hammered down.  People, humans, are more sheep-like than sheep.  
Sheep need a sheepdog to keep them in line, but people act as both sheepdogs and sheep.  I have first-
hand experienced this.  Before the release of ISSUE #1, I received a personal message out of the blue, 
from a complete shart-faced stranger who asked me if I believed the earth was flat.  I responded by 
asking him why, and if he thought it was flat.  He responded, “I think it would be best for you to not tell 
anybody.  It's so nutty of an idea that people will generally not confront you on it and I see you're the owner of a school and people may 
avoid you.  Best to keep it to yourself.”  

After ISSUE #1 was released, I was made privy to some buzz about it on a small Facebook group by my best friend (****).  At first I 
thought it was nice because the post read “The iLearn.tw Magazine is the reading material Taichung deserves”, and I immediately added 
myself to the group and sent a friend request to the man who posted this.  I also sent a personal message of thanks and gratitude, but it 
wasn’t long before I realized it was a sarcastic post and not meant to support my business here.  After the very unhealthy/stupid act of 
exposing my eyes to the ridicule in that group, I knew that anything I may have to add, post, or say, would just result in higher levels of 
attack, so I didn’t. It was interesting to notice that shart-face was in this group too.  

I poured my heart into ISSUE #1, as my best friend knows, and they ran me into the ground, and in one post encouraged a concerted 
effort to do something “constructive” and “state clearly our objection to the magazine we have been discussing”.  Another friend of mine, 
also in this group, was the first to like this.  Seriously!?  I am not saying everyone has to agree with me, or love my work, but surely there 
must be at least SOMETHING nice about the magazine a friend could say.  No friend had one positive thing to say in that group, to my 
knowledge.  If they did, it was indeed, too little too late.  It was especially telling when I asked my best friend if he had read the magazine, 
and he told me that he “got the gist of it”.  Stay with me.  I am going somewhere with this longwinded account.  

After further investigation, I picked up on a few other key things.  People in private, would assure me that the ringleader of this Facebook 
group who are “skeptical by nature”, was a really, really nice guy.  I hope so, and he has never sent me any nasty personal messages, so 
far, but rather only decided to ringleader-style, clearly state objection to my work.  From my perspective, the post also elicited my exposure 
to a ridiculing crowd and in him not being hesitant to stop public opinion from hanging me, he doesn't seem that way to me, but c’est la vie.
  
Another thing I noticed were the videos that appeared on that group’s wall shortly after the excitement of ISSUE #1. They seemed 
intended to reassure its fragile members of the official 9/11 narrative.  It is my personal stance, and the stance of 2,833+ architects and 
engineers, that three buildings don't fall because of two airplanes.  See http://www.ae911truth.org or just look into 9/11 for more 
information.  The happenings related to this group seemed cult-esque, but the dead giveaway or coup de grâce, was when another 
member assured me that the all-wise ringleader had once also doubted the official narrative of 911, but has since “seen the light”.  This is 
hilarious!  Am I right?  Come ON! 

It is not my intent to lose my best friend, or any friends, but it would certainly support my hypothesis if I did!  Friends know I call a spade a 
shovel!  Ok… I am done!  If you aren't smelling cult yet, then I hope you “see the light” soon.  E

It’s a Cult!
A Special Thanks to:
- Arthur G. Byers for the centrefold 
- Kan Ev Art for the cover.   
- Simon Cucheri for support and helpful insight.
- Max Smith for additional insight. 
- ODD TV (YouTube)
- Jake Gibson (Flat Earth Asshole-YouTube) 
- Eric Dubay 
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